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Cosmic Consciousness recognises that we are part of a universe much greater than what we
know. This module of the Diploma of Universal Consciousness, compliments the practices
offered during the Quantum Consciousness Facilitator Training. We move beyond the Realms of
Consciousness model to explore realms of light, sound and vibration and learn how to take
clients through a portal to explore expressions of their unique consciousness in another form or
dimension. We spend time contacting off world civilisations that are supporting the expansion
of consciousness on this planet. We form a support network of aspects of ourselves that
embrace our own multidimensional form, building resources for our own journey in human
form. This module in particular, is one of pure exploration and designed to stretch the knowing
of participants into new understandings of both the universe and our place in it. It is gently
targeted towards personal transcendence which can then flow onwards into conversations and
sessions with clients who are ready to explore their expanded states of being in new ways. This
module can be learned as a stand-alone module or one that continues the path towards the
completion of the Diploma of Universal Consciousness. The course covers: “Realms of Light
Sound and Vibration”, “The Interdimensional Realm”, ‘Contacting Off-World Consciousness” and
“My Multi-dimensional Resonance”.
$1495 – Includes morning/afternoon tea, all materials and coaching
during the 9 month optional certification period.
($400 deposit required, remainder due 2 weeks before)
(Early Bird of $1295 if paid in full by August 15th, 2019).
Enquiries to quantumconsciousness@outlook.com
or Melina 0424 584 242
This training will be held at the Kangaroo Ground Centre,
25 Donaldson Road, Kangaroo Ground. (Near Warrandyte)
This beautiful mud brick building holds a unique energy, that enriches
and deepens the experience of our time together.

The training will be led by Peter Smith, Jane Jacobs and Melina Paisio. Peter is the
Founder of the Institute for Quantum Consciousness and author of “Quantum
Consciousness, Journey through other realms”. He is Director of The Newton Legacy
for The Michael Newton Institute in the USA, creator of the Hypnoenergetics® modality
and has trained Quantum and Universal Consciousness Facilitators globally.

A Career Path in Consciousness
This training is one of four modules
that complete the Diploma of Universal
Consciousness. Modules may also be taken
separately for independent accreditation.
You have two years to complete all modules.
More information available at www.instituteforquantumconsciousness.com

